
THE TIKAL MAYAN CIVILIZATION ESSAY

Then early Maya civic then the highest point of the Tikal at middle Maya civilization. The word Tikal in Maya translates
as "place of spirits." The city of Tikal .

The most common place for Maya writing were the books that they created out of bark paper and lime to make
it white. This facilitated a smooth and fast development of skills and knowledge in astronomy. Fischer, E.
They were probably forced here due to overcrowding from other tribes. This is untrue since the construction,
hence architecture, was inspired by ritual performances that were greats occasions in the history of Tikal Brett,
 Also, the Mayan territory contained highlands, which provided fertile soil, volcanic sites, mountainous sites
and jungles Thompson, , p. Milbrath, S. Interestingly, the whole idea about mathematical intelligence was
perceived as a religious attribute that deserved to be approached from a sacred point of view. Boston: Brill.
According to numerous historical sources, hieroglyphic writings left behind as well as pictorial paintings
dealing with studies on astronomy indicated that they were able to predict the future accurately. These
achievements made them highly societies in the times without the influence of Europe, Asia and the Middle
East. Once again, the Mayas possessed a representative trait of a state, and met the requirements to be
considered a city minimum 10 people. The Europeans where amazed with the Aztec and Mayan culture, their
ways of life, their geographical surroundings and their technology. There was a birth of an elite group of
rulers, better architects, who were mainly focused on developing the city through bringing into existence
city-state architectural structures and governing bodies or organizations in the late pre-classic era. This can be
determined by the evidence provided by architecture, imported material goods, and iconography. They contain
unique symbols for numerals one through ten and eleven through nineteen is a combination of the symbols for
one through nine combined with ten The Mayan architecture is one of the most recognizable. As a matter of
fact, skills gained in mathematics to enable interpretation of astronomical concepts were rather gradual. Most
Read. It is said that there could be many reasons for the dissappearance, or the decline of the Ancient Mayan
Civiliztion. This specific temple was limestone pyramid structure. Within this large territory, the Mayan
estimate population of three million or more was spread out in several large cities and city-states that were
present during their peak period. The main crops are potatoes, where different levels of land for cultivating
crops are grown on a system called terrace planting. It has also been seriously mistaken that the presence of
the architectural grounds for playing rubber ball were inspired by their love of the game while offering
sacrifices inspired them. Tikal is one of the largest cities during the Mayan civilization. Modern view holds
that these temples were built for worship services, it neglects acknowledgement of the fact that sacrificial
actions inspired their constructions. These are indeed solid pieces of evidence that the establishment of Tikal
was indeed a remarkable development not just within the socio-political or economic domains of the
community that lived around this area, but also towards the overall development of science especially in the
field of astronomy. Culbert, P. The Mayan civilization arose as a part of Mesoamerica during the sixteenth
century. Mayan architecture was intricate and built on a massive scale. In particular, Mayans in Tikal made
use of number 20 in their numeration. Due to the unpredictability of the climate the Maya had to deal with
crop loss and periods of famine, brought on by drought. Ancient Mayan Economics. The agricultural methods
such as the terrace are also progressing. Like other Mesoamerican people, the Maya used a number system
where the first nineteen numbers were similar to that of our English numbers. Twin pyramid complexes The
ambitious pyramid construction projects were driven in part by the famous Mayan calendar. With
technological advances, as well as ideological ones, early societies started to acquire a socio-political
framework similar to the one in place in our current society.


